Re-Launch:

Roadmap for areas of marketing
and communication

The new “abnormal”
In just a few weeks, marketing has gone from business as usual to shock,
teleworking and readjustment generated by COVID-19. We have prepared this
document to help Good Rebels' clients understand what has happened to the
consumer during the lockdown, how to deal with the exit from it and to think
about the super-digitalization that is coming:
● The "new normal" will drag on. The de-escalation has already begun but too
many unknowns mean a slowed down economy is predicted.
● New habits that are more digital. Some behaviours will pass but others will
not and the use of Internet, mobiles and new devices will greatly increase.
● An advertising investment revolution. Consumers are happy with
advertising, but budgets are shrinking and the mix is turning to digital.
● Winners and losers. Almost all quarantined campaigns look alike. It's time to
stand out. The crisis brings opportunity on a platter.
● Re-Invent: experience over advertising. A trend that started 15 years ago and
is now accelerating.
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1.1. The phases of this
crisis
Those responsible for marketing and communication in
organisations have faced one of the greatest challenges in
our recent history. How this crisis has been handled will set
the most solvent organisations apart from the rest. The
customer experience, the tone of communications and the
combination of appropriate means in the face of budget
cuts mark the opportunity to strengthen the brand when
the new normality is recovered. All this in a context with
new business models driven by superdigitalisation,
which will create winners and losers when the crisis
subsides.
The COVID-19 impact roadmap that we have prepared
summarises the conclusions and recommendations that
have been followed in each of the phases, and the trends
shown by the different indicators.
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1.1. Roadmap of the impact of COVID-19
Adjust

Key indicators

Shock and Adjust
I. Start of the major lockdown in
Europe.
II. Exponential rise in daily cases.
III. Peak of the curve of infection
yet to arrive.

The crisis caught most of
Europe off guard in early
March, where lockdown
measures have accelerated
since then. A phase of
austerity and putting
communication at the service
of crisis management.

Engage
Reconnect and Engage
I. Mature lockdown (4+ weeks in
Europe).
II. Gradual decrease of daily
cases.
III. Past the peak of the curve of
infection.

Phase in which to start
preparing for maintenance
and de-escalation potential.
Brands have been building
credibility, commitment and
engagement, especially on
digital media.

Launch
Revenge Spending
I. Controlled lifting of lockdown.
II. Few new local daily cases
III. Last phase of the decline of
the curve.

A moment of departure and
escape in which the most
prepared brands revive
communications and media to
lead with intelligence and
creativity a social movement
that will be generated from a
new "hunger for
consumption".

Invent
New Normal
I. Total opening of businesses
and physical spaces
II. Celebration of major social
events.
III. Curve of infection ﬂattened
out.

An opportunity for business
reinvention in the face of a
"new normal". It is expected
that even more digital
channels will be generated,
and that existing ones will be
increased, as well as rethinking
new leadership, work or
business models throughout
the process.
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Phase 1
Consumer

Adjust

Brand message

Overdue and expectant

Advertising and actual contribution

Exposed to the media.
Increased conversations in social
networks and dark social.
• Increased consumption of all
channels.

•

•
•

Communication with purpose and
people-ﬁrst.
• Non-commercial focus and cease of
creative show-off.
• Messages of safety, emotional
support and solidarity

Shock and Adjust
I.

Start of the major lockdown in
Europe.

II.

Exponential rise in daily cases.

III.

Peak of the curve of infection
yet to arrive.

Business

Channels / media

Crisis cabinets

Digital focus

Review of the business impact of the
government's alert status.
• Accelerated transformation of
teleworking systems
• Focus on customer service, remote
delivery systems and customer
strategy review

•
•
•

•

Urgent review of the media mix.
Reduction of advertising investment.
Increase of communication in own
social and digital media.
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Phase 2
Consumer

Engage

Quarantined and "on standby"
Less exposure to current coronavirus.
Digitalisation of their routine: online
training, virtual rites, connected
leisure, etc.
• Consumption intention beyond the
essential.
•
•

Brand message
Branding, engagement + preparation
for reopening
• Loyalty campaigns and pre-consumer
support for small businesses.
• Employee & Brand Advocacy.
• Review of commercial messages.
• Message of empathy with the
"waiting" consumer.

Reconnect and Engage
I.

Mature lockdown (4+ weeks
in Europe).
II.

III.

Gradual decrease of daily
cases.

Past the peak of the curve of
infection.

Business
Integration areas: Mkt, ATC,
Communication, Sales, Operations
• Budget revisions according to GDP
scenarios.
• Preparation of reopening operations.
• Review of innovation plans (CX and
business models) for the Re-Invent
phase.

Channels / media
Renegotiation + focus on digital
channels
• TV and traditional budget preparation
for Q3-Q4.
• Reactivation of commercial
campaigns in non-essential sectors
(home appliances, software,
entertainment, food delivery)
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Phase 3
Consumer

Launch

Return to controlled routine
Uncertain trust: recession vs. rapid
recovery.
• With "spending and consumption
hunger" in non-essential sectors, but
restless.
• New digital behaviour and
consumption habits.
•

Brand message
Consumer Leadership
and Marketing of awareness
• Almost total focus on commercial
(unaffected sectors).
• Promotion of customer recovery
strategies.
• Optimistic messages focused on "the
return to routine".

Revenge Spending
I.

Controlled lifting of lockdown.
II.

III.

Few new local daily cases

Last phase of the decline of
the curve.

Business
Re-evaluation of forecast and
economic impact
•
•
•

Main objective in sales recovery.
Progress review and new plans for
digital transformation in the board of
directors.
Focus on promotion and key events
Q3-Q4.

Channels / media
Aggressive reinvestment in media
• Reactivation of "off" media (Print, Out
of Home)
• Budget reconsideration 2020-21
(existing stock, recession, etc.)
• Maintenance of digital channels
activated with the crisis.
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Phase 4
Consumer

Invent

Integrated in a hyperconnected
society, different
Increased consumption of digital
media, information routine.
• Consumption habits reviewed.
• Affected by the crisis (unemployment
or fear of unemployment) to different
degrees.
•

Brand message
Reinforcing the purpose of the brand
• More people-centred brands:
Human-centric brands.
• Transparent and emotional tone.

New Normal
I.

Total opening of businesses
and physical spaces

II.

Celebration of major social
events.

III.

Curve of infection ﬂattened
out.

Business
Focus on customer experience and
digital re-invention
• Sustained increase of virtual
relationship models and eCommerce.
• Development of new models in the
face of super-digitalisation.
• Technological acceleration and
impact on backward industries.

Channels / media
Multi-channel and digital focus
• Priority to own media (UX, SEO,
content), social networks, Apps and
eCommerce.
• Budget transfer to digital is
accelerated.
• Innovation is accelerated and new
digital channels are created.
• The media mix is focused on the
digital experience.
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1.2. Europe is already changing phase
Europe has already begun its de-escalation. At
the beginning of May, countries such as
Germany, Austria and Denmark began to ease
some of their containment restrictions.

Evolution of conﬁrmed cases (ECDC)

On the other hand, countries like UK, France,
Spain and Italy (after more than 60 days of
conﬁnement) are following a gradual and
controlled de-escalation, with high restrictions
and slower progress. In the UK, there has been
a shift from #StayHome to #StayAlert.
Opening in early May:
Small shops: Germany, France, Belgium,
Austria.
Salons and hairdressers: Netherlands, Austria.
Dealerships: Germany
Pubs and bars: Denmark

Data from Status COVID-19 Good Rebels and
ECDC
COVID-19 | “NEW ABNORMAL” FOR CMOs
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1.3. Digital transformation is accelerating
Customer Experience

Three levers - new habits,
state regulation and public
and private investment converge in a
"super-digitalization".
By moving to the Re-Launch
phase and anticipating the
Re-Invent phase,
organisations will accelerate
a transformation that will
force a review of not only
the relationship channels,
but the entire customer
experience, the business
model and the new culture
and organisation models.

•
•
•
•

Video conf. & digital media
eCommerce
Social Entertainment
Expectations after lockdown

super
•
•
•
•

Business Models

Data & Privacy
Health & Safety public spaces
eGovernment & SMEDs
Environmental

digitalisation
•
•
•
•
•

Digital
Commerce

Distributed Work

Public investment
Entrepreneurs & FF
Big Tech
Corporate investment
Venture Capital & PE
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2.0. This is how we lived the Re-Engage phase
New consumer
The crisis has given rise to a user
who is much more connected to
the media and to new screens as
they have developed new habits
at home. The consumption of
essential products has evolved
week by week to the consumption
of other "less essential" products:
entertainment, sports equipment
and even fashion and beauty. In
the face of advertising, they have
become less sensitive and will
understand its "normalisation".
The new consumer, more digital
now than before, has seen their
conﬁdence affected in line with
the future of the pandemic. Spain,
together with Italy and France, is
one of the most pessimistic
countries in the face of COVID-19.

Rise in eCommerce

Very different brands

A more digital mix

Projections of a fall in GDP
compared to COVID-19 show a
scenario of slow and difﬁcult
recovery in Europe, although
each sector will experience the
crisis differently. Consumer
goods economies capable of
capitalising on the new
eCommerce movements will
recover quickly. Meanwhile, the
digital natives (software, apps,
telecommunications, digital
leisure, etc.) are already being
the big winners of the crisis.

Brands have communicated at
two speeds during conﬁnement:
readjustment and
reconnection with the
consumer. In order to adapt
their tone to the reality of the
consumer, and depending on
how the crisis has affected their
industry and sector, the
communication area of each
brand has found very different
paths in the different media in
which they have continued to
dedicate their efforts to
notoriety or conversion.

The reduction of investment by
advertisers will continue to fall in
all media and will only do so in
a more controlled way on
digital channels (Social, Search,
Video, Display). Traditional
media will face reductions of
between 40% and 50%, so the
budget adjustment is expected
to affect them mainly during the
second quarter of the year.

In Spain, the impact on
eCommerce has led to an 18%
drop in total YTD revenues
compared to 2019, despite a 23%
increase in transactions.

The ﬁne line between building a
brand or not will continue to
depend on the ability to develop
fully integrated 360º Marketing
and Communication strategies.

The effects of the crisis are also
visible when observing the staff
layoffs in large groups of
agencies and major
communications groups, which
have cut their staff by between
10% and 40%.
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2.1. The consumer in quarantine
Consumer intentions and home habits
There are two main changes in consumer perception:
● The practical now - The speed of delivery and the availability of stock
has been valued above the brand itself as the main purchase motivator
for many users.
● Emotive (in the future) - Financial support to small businesses has
also been growing week by week, through pre-consumption and other
types of collaborations. In turn, the consideration of purchase although it is not evident that this will last over time - has depended
on the perception of the brand and the performance of organisations
in the face of the crisis.
On the other hand, the changes in consumption trends via eCommerce
and the type of products acquired have ﬂuctuated greatly depending on
government restrictions and the economic and emotional "adaptation"
to the situation. In some cases, growth has increased tenfold and
twentyfold compared to the same period in the previous year, especially
in sectors such as CPG. Hygiene, Entertainment, Fitness and Groceries,.
On the other hand, sectors such as Beauty and Luxury are still waiting.
Consumer trends | CCInsight | Ipsos
COVID-19 | THE QUARANTINE CHANGES HABITS
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2.1. The consumer in quarantine
Consumption of media and different channels
Media consumption during the crisis (% of people claiming to have
increased media consumption)

Throughout the pandemic there has been increased connectivity on all
media and channels in Europe. The data has already revealed this in the
ﬁrst GWI surveys in mid-March:
•

A 71% increase in overall Internet use

•

66% reported reading more news than before (and half of these, much more than before).

•

Up to 70% reported using their smartphone more (80% in the case of Gen Z)

•

Messaging platforms on the rise for half the population (in Spain with a 76% increase in
WhatsApp usage)

•

Half of the users (45%) declared to be using social networks more than before.

•

40% declared to have increased the use of gaming platforms (and 50% using more
streaming platforms).

•

Generation Z has created 10 times more videos and used music streaming platforms 7
times more than Boomers. Boomers, on the other hand, have increased their use of TV
considerably.

Expected media consumption after containment (% of people who
say they will continue to consume more media)

Global Web Index | Consumption intent
COVID-19 | The quarantine changes habits
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2.1. The consumer in
quarantine
Consumption of information
The role of social networks has expanded. From bringing
people together and increasing the sense of community to
many others who have called for greater vigilance and rigour
of content by platforms due to the rise of fake news,
coinciding with the decline of human controls. Facebook,
YouTube or Twitter, among others, have depended more and
more on algorithms in a situation of enormous uncertainty.
The distribution of false information about COVID-19 has been
the biggest headache for health authorities.
According to the Harvard Gazette, the risk of misinformation
is very high and real. Even the media have not been exempt
from participating in the creation of confusion and have often
reﬂected hypotheses and opinions that could create even
greater uncertainty in a consumer "on hold".

COVID-19 & MARKETING
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2.1. The consumer in quarantine
Trust and optimism in the face of the crisis
The degree of optimism about the COVID-19 has evolved
since its inception. One of the most signiﬁcant pieces of
data indicates that local optimism (of each country)
regarding the capacity to overcome the crisis increased
signiﬁcantly during the past month of April. However, the
same has not happened with respect to global optimism,
which has been decreasing, partly due to the seriousness
of the evolution of the crisis in other countries outside
Europe and especially in the USA.
During the last week of April, this was the percentage of
citizens in each country who were optimistic about the
situation: United Kingdom, 17%; France, 10%; Germany,
24%; Italy, 10%; Spain, 12%). The USA (35%) was only
exceeded by China (52%).
Global Web Index I March-April 2020
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2.1. The consumer in quarantine
Sentiment towards marketing
In the latest market
panels, Spain is the
country that best
accepts the return to
the advertising routine
(91%), "as before". This
means, among other
things, the acceptance of
brands to re-launch
entertainment
campaigns with a sense
of humour (on the brand
side) or totally linked to
the sale or promotion of
products.
GWI | It’s time for brands to spend on advertising
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2.2. Economic impact in Europe
The average fall in GDP during the ﬁrst quarter in the
European Union was 3.5%. In Spain, it was 5.2%.
The initial context remains uncertain for most European
countries with projections ranging from -9.5% in countries
like Italy or -9.4% in Spain to -6.8% in countries like the
Netherlands or Portugal. Although the most optimistic
projections reduce some of these contractions by 2pp to 3pp
overall, sector photography leaves serious gaps at ﬁrst
glance.
In Spain, the sectorial comparison of Q2 2020 against the
fourth quarter of 2019 is as follows: Primary sector (-1%),
Industry (-9.3%), Production (-16.6%), Construction (-15.7%),
Accommodation and catering (-58%), Public administration,
education and health (+16.7%) and other services (-27.5%).

Statista I GDP Evolution Projection 2020-21
COVID-19 | THE QUARANTINE CHANGES HABITS
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2.2. Impact of the quarantine by sector
economy

economy

economy

economy

economy

Tourism

Agriculture

Health and wellbeing

Food

Entertainment

Hospitality

Energy

Banks and insurance

Electronics

Telecommunications

Transport

Production

Education

Fashion, luxury, beauty

Software and apps

Public leisure

Construction

Government

Home and decor

Media and digital

Most of the economy
‘in shock’

An economy in the
wake of the crisis

Economically and
structurally affected

Tourism alone
contributes between 12%
and 13% of GDP in
countries such as Spain or
Italy. These sectors have
been totally frozen during
the quarantine: they have
not generated income or
activated jobs for more
than two months. Their
recovery will be slow.

Primary industry sectors
have seen their activity
reduced at the height of
the crisis, relying more
than ever on local supply.
Their revival will depend
solely on the easing of
government restrictions.

These sectors have been
dependent on the general
ﬁnancial health, but the
paralysis of their activity
has also put on the table
the need for structural
transformation (towards
the digital) of many
business models,
management or customer
experience.

Towards a revolution
in digital
consumption

Physical retailers may
have closed down during
the crisis, but this sector
has continued to grow in
the digital channel with
the arrival of new
segments of the
population to their
eCommerce. Their
recovery has been
aggressive from day one
in many cases.

They have been
reinforced by the
crisis

Many of these sectors
have beneﬁted. Their
supply chains have not
been affected, and their
value in society has
multiplied. Those who
have been able to
monetise the increase in
demand, or who did so
before, will be the
winners of the crisis.
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2.2. Impact on eCommerce
According to data from ContentSquare, a comparison of
pre-COVID-19 consumption against the current (May 2020)
shows the following differences in eCommerce globally:
● +29.3% in trafﬁc volume
● +40% in transaction volume
● +9.6% in conversion rate
In the case of Spain, the situation is unique according to the
COVID-19 Commerce Insight, because the use of eCommerce
has risen to the level of online transactions (+23%), if we
analyse YoY data until May 2020. However, the total income
has decreased (-18%), partly due to repeated consumption,
need, and the high dependence on physical retail (only 4.6% of
sales in Spain are via eCommerce, compared to 17% in the UK
or up to 23.7% in China). In the UK, for example, a much more
mature market in eCommerce, we see how their transactions
have increased by 126% and revenue by +137%.

CCInsight | Emarsys | Good Data. Above: Orders YoY. Below: Revenue YoY
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2.3 Evolution of the
brand messages
Brand communication has evolved signiﬁcantly around
the different phases:
Re-Adjust Phase: In this highly sensitive scenario,
messages focused on the employee and on consumer
support from a crisis management perspective have
prevailed. The risk, for many, has been to have fallen into
the virus-washing.
Re-Engage Phase: Some brands have taken the
opportunity to reconnect with creativity and sense of
humor. Others, with empathy and optimism. But many
have ended up being indifferent because they ended
up throwing out exactly the same message. Finally,
brands like Budweiser or Doritos have opened the ban
in recent days with campaigns that have "normalised"
their tone.
COVID-19 & MARKETING
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They integrate

Not driven / unaffected

Only Content-driven

Only Marketing-driven

Business-driven

Ineffective content and
insensitive content, with no
strategic direction. Also cases
of brands 'unaffected' by the
crisis and who have found little
reason to change their
strategy.

Affected and who survive by
creating a brand through their
content, even without making
great efforts at the level of
communication, structural or
business positioning. Editorial
lines of urgent necessity.

They have adapted their main
message or their big
marketing campaign to
accompany and feed their
communication strategies,
either to reinforce the brand
or to reactivate sales with
conceptual support.

They combine
communication and business
transformation efforts to
strengthen or modify the
customer experience at all
points of contact.

Ineffective
Content

Survival
Advertising

Sensitive
Advertising

360º
Communication

Insensitive
Content

Survival
Marketing

Sensitive
Marketing

Effective
Marketing

Zone of
efﬁciency

Consistency

Branding

They communicate

Conversion

They survive

Emotional

They disconnect

Rational

2.3 Evolution of the brand messages
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2.4 Media investment trends
eMarketer's estimates in early March were optimistic.
Facebook reported a good ﬁrst quarter in 2020. But the
impact for advertisers and media has not been long in
coming. According to IAB predictions, the scenario looks
devastating:
● 24% of advertisers have paused campaigns in Q1 and
will do so for the rest of Q2.
● 46% adjusted their investments during Q1 and the rest
of Q2
● In Q2: decrease in traditional media by 39%
● In Q2: decrease in digital media by 33%
At the same time, the major communications groups
have announced and implemented temporary staff cuts
and terminations at the global level (Publicis, Omnicom,
Dentsu Aegis, etc.). On the other hand, the media have
been very affected, and the staff reductions range from
10% to 40%, as in the case of Quartz.com.
IAB | Difference in investment percentage per channel
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2.4 Media Investment Trends
Good Rebels and the Marketing Association of Spain Barometer
According to the second wave of the COVID-19 and
Marketing Barometer, in early April half of the CMOs
in Spain estimated that their 2020 budget would
be reduced by 5% or less. An optimistic view for the
rest of the year, although that perspective continues
to change week on week.
On the other hand, when asked about the priorities
of investment in digital business (third wave), the
areas of Performance (85%), Customer Experience
(87%) and Social Commerce (88%) were highlighted
as having medium and high priority. These data
support that efforts will be focused on the entire
pre-sale, transaction and post-sale process, both
online and in physical stores.

COVID-19 Good Rebels Barometer | 2nd Wave | April

COVID-19 | THE QUARANTINE CHANGES HABITS
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3.0 What worries the Marketing area?
Good Rebels Customer Vision Summary
01

02

03

04

05

Business and
organisation

Brand and
positioning

Media and
campaigns

Communication
to client and CX

Intelligence and
Research

1. Need to know what
the competition is
doing at the
business level

1. Creation of new
concepts and
content assets

1. New media planning
and budget
reconﬁguration

2. Conceptualisation of
new commercial
revitalisation
campaigns

2. Overview of digital
strategy and
time-to-market

1. Reinforcement in
Customer Service
from the social
environment

1. Activation of
monitoring and
social listening
always on

2. Support in company
statements that have
landing in customer
response
management in
social media

2. Conducting
market research
and competition
benchmarks

2. Greater
management
interest in the
activity of Marketing,
Digital and Social
areas
3. Usually less budget
and more pressure
on the need to get
results

3. Auditing of content
assets and validation
of their suitability

3. Support in budget
transfer to digital /
social from other
channels

4. Concern about
affecting the brand
in case of
reactivation of sales

4. Review of objectives
(less off and more on,
and soon
online-to-ofﬂine)

3. New customer
knowledge lines

3. New CRM projects or
integration of areas /
tools to improve
experience and agility
of customer service
COVID-19 | RE-LAUNCH: FRAMEWORK
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"The Marketing area has become one of the main
areas of responsibility in the face of the crisis,
even for the management committee. The
pressure has doubled even though the budget has
been reduced by 30%"
MARKETING OFFICER,
GOOD REBELS CLIENT

3.0 Analysis for the Re-Launch phase
Diagnostics for brands
Consumer context
A. How have our consumers experienced the crisis?
B. How have their consumption habits changed?
Media activity contect
A. How has the media mix been affected?
B. How have the media targets changed?
Brand context
A. Has the brand been at risk during the crisis?
B. Has the corporate brand been at risk?
Business context
A. Has there been any impact on the supply chain?
B. Have new channels or business models been created?
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3.0 Analysis for the Re-Launch phase
Thermometer for reactivation
The contextual
situation observed in
each of the main levers
(consumption, brand,
media, business), will
determine to a greater
extent our
communication
health at the time of
reactivating the
approach to the
consumer. A high risk
or critical level could
force us to take action
before doing so
normally.

Consumer activity

• They have been forced to
reduce their
consumption completely

• They have been forced to
reduce their
consumption moderately

• They have been forced to
slightly reduce their
consumption

5

3

1

• They have not reduced
nor increased their
consumption

0

•Criticism of the
organisation has been
received

5

•There has been criticism
of the brand

3

•Criticisms have been
made of the product

1

•Perception has been
neutral or positive

0

•The impact has been high,

5

even in mass media
•The impact has been high,
but only on social media

Low risk
1

Medium risk
5

10

Business strength

Media awareness

Brand perception

3

5

•Activity has come to a
complete halt
•Only branding campaigns
have been activated
•Only conversion
campaigns have been
activated

1

•Activity has been
maintained or even
increased

15

•Only the physical sales
channels have been
closed

5

3

1

•The activity has been
reduced, but by working
on the whole funnel

High risk

3

•All sales channels have
been closed

0

•No new customer
relationship models have
been created
•No internal organisational
models have been
transformed

5

3

Critical
20

25

30
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3.0 Analysis for the Re-Launch phase
Opportunity roadmap
Business

Brand

● How could new digital
channels be created?

● Should the brand return to

● How could CX and loyalty
be enhanced?

● Should new content assets

● Could greater D2C efforts
be dedicated to the
Re-Launch phase?

● Should concepts be revised?

● Could more O2O efforts
be devoted to the
Re-Invent phase?
● Could the product or
service be changed in any
way?
Business innovation

its original essence?
be created?

● Should the brand be
repositioned to new
audiences?

● Should new campaigns be
developed or previous ones
redirected?

● Should we keep talking

Media
● Should I change our
digital media mix?

● Content audits

● Should our targets and
media KPIs change?

● Benchmark competition

● Should commercial
campaigns be reactivated
as normal?

● Improved CRM and CX

● Should social media now
support sales?
● Should Brand Advocacy
projects be re-launched?

● Benchmark sector

● Ambassador Programs

● Social Commerce
● Digital performance
● New workﬂows
● Integration of areas
● Agency Integration
● Social ATC ﬂows and crisis

about #StayHome?

Brand safety

Lines of exploration

management

Media value

● Social
Digital media
control panel
optimisation
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3.1 Re-Launch: + digital + sales
CX
•

•
•

UX. Building unique brand
experiences through
customisation and design.
Enriched products. Products
with added digital "steroids".
New funnels. Creating new
ways to approach shopping.

Redeﬁning
experience and UVP

Sales
•

Channels. Identiﬁcation of
suitable digital channels.

•

Price and extras. Price and
value strategies that
differentiate without conﬂict.

•

Direct culture. Internal
organisation and tools that
understand the direct
relationship with the client
and the need for attention
and incident management.

Redeﬁning service
and USP

Technology
•

•

•

Ecommerce. Effective
e-commerce platforms in
marketing, conversion and
integration with company
systems.
CRM. Automated customer
management with maximum
knowledge and proﬁling.
Automation. Automated and
relevant communication tools
by proﬁle and moment of
consumption.

Process and channel
optimisation

Marketing
•

Performance. Actions to
attract customers focused on
transactions and results.

•

Engagement. Connection
and customer loyalty based
on social and global
experience.

•

Data ownership. Customer
knowledge, costs and
behaviours.

•

CRO. Conversion optimisation
at all points of contact.

Customer attraction
and activation
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3.1 Re-Launch: + digital + sales
Digital marketing channels
Marketplaces

+ Margin

Volume and trafﬁc from the start

Subscription and ﬂash sale
Total and maximum LTV ratio.

- Relation

+ Relation

Settlement of private sales stock

Direct eCommerce

Controlled way of liquidating stocks

Total control of the operation

- Margin
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3.1 Re-Launch: + digital + sales
From marketing to performance and data as protagonist
Place of
recruitment

- Precision

Analytics
web/app

+ Precision

Pixels
control

Types of data

Personal data
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Name and Surname
Address: street, province, code
Email address
Login details
ID: DNI, passport
Payment details: card, etc.
Date of birth
Mobile phone
Gender
Age range
Professional details

Social
media

Surveys

Web and app interactions: visits,
permanence, page views, ﬂow, trafﬁc
sources, etc.

●

Social networks: likes, shares, answers,
native video display, etc.

●

Email: open rate, click rate, bounce
rate, forwarding, etc.

●

Customer service information: number
of tickets, complaint/question details,
comments, etc.

Use

Behaviour

Engagement
●

Register

●

Transactional data: subscription details,
purchase details, previous purchases,
average order value, cart
abandonment data, LTV, loyalty details,
etc.

●

Product usage: repeated actions,
feature usage, feature duration, task
completion, devices, etc.

●

Qualitative data: user attention,
heatmaps (clicks, scrolling, mouse
movement data), etc.

Transaction

Attitude
●
●
●
●
●
●

Customer satisfaction.
Feelings.
Preferences.
Motivations.
Barriers.
Purchase criteria.
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3.1 Focus on digital commerce
eCommerce: the rise of Direct to Consumer
The D2C market has been growing at a dizzying rate,
with double-digit rates for several years. It is projected
to maintain a 19.2% growth in 2021, and these data are
still pre COVID-19, so the intention to launch into
direct-to-consumer will probably grow even more in
a situation of uncertainty and loss of control of the
supply chain. Meanwhile, brands like Beavertown
Brewery have gone from an 85% drop in business to a
1000% increase in sales by launching into D2C in a
short time.
Currently eCommerce represents less than 5% of sales
in sectors such as CPG, but, in turn, D2C's movement
already corresponds to 40% of sales growth in the
entire sector.

eMarketer | March 2020
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3.2 Evolution of the brand message
The shock curve is still dropping
Shock curve

“Normalisation”

Descent
Higher communication
risk threshold

We are here

A "new
communication" is
expected: towards
new audiences,
habits and reality

Re-Invent phase

Brands have
continued to
communicate to
"normalise the
situation"

Re-Launch phase

Brands have
reacted to the crisis
and consumer
concern

Re-Engage phase

Re-Adjust phase

Consumer sensitivity

Lower risk threshold
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3.2 Evolution of the brand message
A commercial reactivation aligned with the perception
A recent study by Kantar and Affectiva has shown
that advertising is out of reputational risk at the
moment. A comparison of pre and post COVID-19
perception shows that the response to the
advertising message has hardly changed, despite
everything.
In fact, according to Affectiva's analysis of over
50,000 ads, there is no evidence that "mood" is
currently perceived more negatively, although the
data show that its acceptance depends greatly on
the context and country (from 38% in India to 71% in
the Netherlands) and on consumer optimism.

Kantar, Affectiva | Advertising with empathy
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3.2 Evolution of the brand message
Recommendations for communicative "standardisation”

Continue to act and add
value, if possible

Start communicating
"normally"

Reactivating the sense of
humor

From the service, from the product, or
providing some real solution. The
moment of empathy without action or
emotional messages without anything
really tangible behind will no longer
work as in the Re-Adjust or Re-Engage
phase. But that means playing by the
same rules as always: offer authentic
value and avoid raising your voice to
say the same thing as the majority.

The critical perception has lessened
over the weeks, as has the degree of
sensitivity towards brand
communication. Consumers
understand that advertising, even that
intended solely to sell, is part of
business and suppressing it will affect
companies, their employees and the
economy in general. The revival of
commercial campaigns no longer
requires justiﬁcation.

Many brands that depend on a
unique or humorous tone of voice
have been deprived of their main
essence during a really prolonged
moment of crisis. But the
consumer has criticised the
"inadequacy" rather than the
humour. It is time to return to
intelligent and empathetic
advertising, after understanding
that this situation will last until
2021.
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3.3 Re-Launch: media mix
The media mix review and planning in Q2 and early Q3 will be essential in the coming weeks. Here we
share some recommendations that will be key:
● Cost management-ﬁrst. The Marketing area must prove to be more cost efﬁcient than ever, with a vision focused on
accountability and investment in secure or viable channels, as will be the case with digital ones. The branding and
awareness efforts during the previous weeks should evolve into maximum performance campaigns in direct sales. The
recovery of print and Out of Home media will force budget readjustment decisions based on return. In markets such as
the US, connected TV will also regain strength. Meanwhile, in Europe, traditional TV will remain in free fall.
● A digital channel to be maintained. Some studies (such as Ipsos Mori in the UK) point to drastic changes in consumer
behaviour that will last over time. Half of them recently stated that they would not feel comfortable shopping in stores
again after conﬁnement. On the other hand, existing customer segments will begin their purchase cycle through the
digital channel if the experience has been positive. They will be joined by new segments (and even archetypes) that will
force a redeﬁnition of segmentation strategies.
● Channels yet to be exploited. The fall in average costs in CPC and CPM and the increase in active users on different
platforms (Facebook, Display, Youtube, etc.), will be a good starting point for the reactivation of media in those sectors
that can continue to do so and which will possibly be accelerated with online-to-ofﬂine (O2O) or direct-to-consumer
strategies while government restrictions are relaxed.
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3.3 Re-Launch: media mix
4 approaches for Q3 / Q4 according to sector and company
01
Return to normality
Returning to the strategy,
level of investment and
media mix where it was left
with slight modiﬁcations.
This strategy may be valid for
those sectors that have been
practically unaffected by the
crisis.

02

03

Agile recovery,
branding after

Loyalty and
longevity

Reinforcing customer
recovery through fast
conversion channels and
push strategies, mostly
digital, and then redirecting
brand efforts in the rest of
the media. This will probably
be the most common
strategy once we enter the
Re-Launch phase.

With long-term investments,
with the aim of improving
brand health and especially
brand awareness. This
scenario will be more
recommendable for those
sectors of activity that are
more affected in the long
term and whose brands are
suffering a greater
deterioration in the
management of the crisis,
such as travel.

04
Maximum return
A scenario where
investment and media
focus 100% on ROI and
recovery of losses caused
by the halt in
consumption. An ideal
scenario for small and
medium sized companies,
as well as sectors where
the COVID-19 has not
especially damaged the
brand, but its results. The
luxury and beauty sectors
will certainly enter this
category.
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3.3 Re-Launch: Reversal curve by tactic
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3.3 Re-Launch: media mix
Media Matrix: possible trigger zones
Branding

In turn, these four main
investment and media
activation scenarios can
be classiﬁed, according to
their location between
the sales funnel and the
activation agility, into the
following ones:

Brand Health
Adv.

Agility -

New
Normal
Adv.

● Brand Health
Advertising
● New Normal Advertising
● Recovery & branding
Advertising
● Fast performance
Advertising

Recovery +
branding
Adv.

Agility +

Fast
Performance
Adv.
Performance
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Speciﬁcations by
sector
General vision

The reality of each sector will denote relevant changes
in the management of the business, the brand and the
media. The potential (or real) impact of the crisis will
help us understand the main movements we can
expect for each of them.

3.4. Comparison of affected sectors
The projected impact on each sector reﬂects how the crisis has affected their ability to recover and their
need to speed up responses during conﬁnement. The direct impact on revenue is the main problem in
most verticals (3.9 point average impact).
Slowly
recovering
assets

Statista | Deloitte
| Good Rebels.
Projected Covid-19
impact index
(1) Less, (2) Moderate, (3)
Quite significant, (4) Severe,
(5) Long duration
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3.4. Recommendations | CPG and FMCG
Business: Adapt the product portfolio and/or
explore new business lines, with a greater
focus on health and well-being, to respond to
the needs of the post-COVID consumer. Build
speciﬁc plans based on the buyer, the
occasion and the channel.
Brand Message: Strengthen the orientation to
the brand purpose in a creative way. Greater
attention to wellness, hygiene and health in
marketing messages. Special promotions and
discounts.
Media: Recovery of the investment in TV (Q3)
and reinforcement of eCommerce and its
digital presence. Data hubs will be boosted to
offer precision marketing at a lower cost,
direct-to-consumer acquisition strategies in
networks and O2O (online to ofﬂine trafﬁc).

Statista | Projected Covid-19 impact index by industry and dimension
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3.4. Recommendations | Retail
Business: Redeﬁning the role of stores and
accelerating omni-channel integration, 360º
automation, price/promotion strategies and
creation of added value in CX.
Brand Message: Communication with purpose
and recovery of client assets (communities,
etc.). Personalisation of messages that promote
direct sales from the digital channel as well as
from other physical contact points.
Media: Reactivation of the traditional media
mix with an intensiﬁcation of digital marketing
(formats that provide greater depth to content),
ambassador or inﬂuencer plans (KOL) and
messaging platforms (integration with CRM).
Statista | Projected COVID-19 impact index by industry and dimension
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3.4. Recommendations | Automotion
Business: Reviving the supply chain, adjusting
volume/portfolio to actual demand and
protecting the workforce. Opportunities in
mergers and acquisitions to reduce the
ﬁnancing burden
Brand Message: Commercial communication
focused on the purpose of the brand and its
impact on society (sustainability). Security
protocols with employees and customers.
Pre-consumer promotions and pre-loyalty
strategies reinforcing the preference for
responsible mobility.
Media: Exploring new channels of digital
awareness as a more proﬁtable option for
maintaining contact and links with customers.
Progressive recovery of the media mix based
on the recovery of activity.

Statista | Projected COVID-19 impact index by industry and dimension
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3.4. Recommendations | Travel
Business: Develop safety and health protocols
and plan your return to operations to be ready
until activity resumes. Potential collaboration
with other players (hospitality, tourism, urban
mobility, etc.)
Brand Message: Strategies for early
recruitment and reinforcement of loyalty
programmes. Personalised commercial
messages with an optimistic tone and
reinforcing health and safety measures.
Media: Reactivation of paid media in a
moderate way. Digital as a channel for social
listening to detect signs of reactivation,
analysis of changes in the Customer Journey
and new learning.
Statista | Projected COVID-19 impact index by industry and dimension
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3.4. Recommendations | Finance
Business: Restructuring to promote greater
agility and scalability. A largely remote model,
with distributed leadership and more digitally
trained teams after the crisis.
Brand Message: Transparency, honesty and
empathy. Strengthening the sense of purpose
as a social mission (households and
businesses), simpliﬁcation of targets and
overcommunication to ensure the messages.
Media: Reactivation of TV (Q3) and Out of
Home in a gradual way. Acceleration of digital
channels to build a 100% user-centered
omni-channel experience. Strong
technological investment in search of
maximum automation and data richness.
Statista | Projected COVID-19 impact index by industry and dimension
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01
“New abnormal”
for CMOs

02
Quarantine
changes habits

03
Re-Launch:
framework

04
Re-Invent:
superdigitalisation

A long phase of
de-escalation that will
continue to affect trade,
tourism, travel, leisure
and events. Four phases
mark the crisis.

Homemade routines with
new digital components,
eCommerce growth and
digital leisure mark the
path of de-lockdown.

Optimising media
investment to maximise
return on investment and
recover sales, but with a
differentiating message.

Digital commerce will
leverage investment to
recover sales and drive
the digital transformation
along with a culture of
distributed collaboration.

Re-Launch:

Roadmap for marketing and
communication

4.0. The approaching superdigitalisation
Three levers that drive accelerated digitalisation
In the roadmap towards the "new normal", nobody doubts anymore that superdigitalisation will impact
on most sectors. The three levers that will drive the change are

01

02

03

New habits in
quarantine

Wave of state regulation

Investment in search of
efﬁciency and return

Conﬁnement has consolidated
some digital behaviours, introduced
new consumption habits and
extended some of the population
segments to others.

There will be further waves of health
and safety regulation to manage
this unprecedented pandemic.

Unemployment and public-private
investment will generate an
unprecedented stream of new
business models led by startups
that will want to compete with Big
Tech or scratch customers from the
most analogous companies.
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4.1. Pillars of digitalization
Changing the relationship between brands, organisations and citizens
Non-presential relation

Expectations of
personalisation

Instead of thinking "I can do this online," we'll think "is there any reason to do this in person?"
There will be a shift in thinking towards virtual tasks and experiences.

Customers will expect products, services and experiences to be uniquely personalised to
them.

Access to the citizens’
data

In 2020 almost any company has more data on a person than its government. There will be a
shift in perspective as to who should control that privacy.

Decrease in perceived
value

Many services that subsisted because of inertia, corporatism or regulation will change their
essence. Services such as telemedicine and online training will forever change structures that
will face a radical transformation. A point of no return.

Consumer-brand
information symmetry

Many brands and organisations will increase the visibility and control of their customer data
by going digital. This, paradoxically, will further accelerate their transformation.
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4.1. Homebound economy: yet unexplored
New home habits
HABIT

DESCRIPTION

Online training

Webinars, hybrid classroom
courses or native online
courses

Internet purchases

Home Delivery

eCommerce
direct-to-consumer or new
marketplaces. Click and
collect boom
Home delivery beyond
catering

Telemedicine

Video call consultations or
connections via WhatsApp
with our doctor

Remote work

Increased teleworking.
Saving time and money on
daily transportation

Online events

Virtualisation of matches,
concerts, exhibitions or
trade fairs

Quarantinis and
videocalls

Video call and socialisation
platforms such as Zoom or
House Party

Videostreaming

Video-on-demand
entertainment such as
Netﬂix, Disney+ or Prime
Video

EVOLUTION
Circumstantial (1)

Accelerated (3)

Structural (2)

Structural (2)

Accelerated (3)

Structural (2)

Circumstantial (1)

Accelerated (3)

HÁBITO
HABIT

DESCRIPTION
DESCRIPCIÓN

Financial services

Virtual branches, apps and
remote banking support
services

EVOLUTION
Structural (2)

Digital ﬁtness

Home gyms, connected
machines and remote
classes. Wearables boom

Circumstantial /
Structural (1-2)

Contactless

Increased card payments
via apps or contactless
systems

Circumstantial /
Structural (1-2)

Videogames

Augmented or virtual
reality. New processors and
the rise of 5G

Accelerated (3)

eSports

Increased visibility of major
online events and
emergence of new eSports

Structural (2)

eBooks

Increased market
penetration and with the
increased use of screens

Circumstantial (1)

Hobbies and
entertainment

Virtual kitchen with friends
and online recipes. DIY and
art at home, with or without
apps. "Homeﬂuencers” of
beauty.

Structural (2)

Staycations

Conversion of the home as a
place for relaxation and
family activities

Circumstantial (1)
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4.1. Home-Driven-Marketing is approaching
Services and products during a reinterpretation of value
After the partial or total lifting of the lockdowns we will
spend more time at home - out of obligation or
conviction. Enough time to acquire new habits that
will be supported by a series of social macro trends
and technical solutions that were already with us. It is
this convergence that will produce a real
emergence/acceleration of what we can call
home-driven marketing: creating and making known
products and services designed to be consumed at
home.
Consumer habits that had already appeared to different
extents according to the population segment, such as
streaming at home, the massive use of home services
(food, any kind of domestic service), will join others that
will be reinforced such as teleworking, telemedicine or
much more regulated online training.
Nielsen | March | The ‘Homebody’ economy
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4.1. How will the Home-Driven Mkt change us?
Accelerators: mature technologies in 2020 that will accelerate consumption within the home
Areas of activity within the home which will continue growing at high speed
Macrotrends: on which it will be based

Home-driven marketing

COVID-19

2020

2025
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4.2. Superdigitalisation by sector
By capacity for recuperation, digitalisation and regulation
economy

In ‘shock’: waiting,
pivoting
Its activity is expected to
be lower than usual after
the crisis, partly due to
legal restrictions and/or
user distrust. There are
also opportunities to be
developed linked to
pre-consumer
promotions and loyalty
strategies.

economy

Business as usual 4.0
You will quickly return to
your usual 'modus
operandi', although the
recovery will not be the
same for everyone. It is
expected that there will
be an evolution in health
and safety in the
workplaces and a greater
demand for product
traceability from its
origin. Construction will
face the reality of a new
economic crisis.

economy

economy

economy

Total reinvention and
new channels

Focus on digital
commerce

Leadership of the
new economy

These sectors will explore
digital channels and build
a more omnidirectional
customer experience. In
the education sector, the
urgency and emergence
of the crisis will be key to
boosting their response
more quickly.
eGovernment could be
another major catalyst
and driver of digital
innovation.

Retail and mass
consumption will
continue to gain market
share via eCommerce.
Fashion and electronics
will regain ground thanks
to revenge spending and
new online consumer
habits.
Direct-to-consumer and
online-to-ofﬂine
strategies will multiply, as
well as the digitalisation
of physical stores.

The winners of the crisis
will capitalise on their
position in a more digital
economy. These sectors
have grown enormously
in recent weeks and will
continue to do so by
increasing screen time of
existing users and
increasing share with
new home audiences.

Regulation impact
Recuperation (- / +)
Superdigitalization (- / +)
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4.2. Towards a structural transformation
The understanding of the magnitude of what is digital,
usually goes through ﬁve phases in companies,
depending on the maturity and beneﬁts obtained:
A. A set of tools
B. A marketing channel
C. A source of information
D. A platform
●
●
E. A cultural framework

Reduce costes

Diversiﬁca beneﬁcio
Evoluciona negocio

The path is exponential, as in many natural phenomena.
Each change of phase suggests that the previous ones
have been successfully implemented, but the casuistry is
variable. In this phase of approaching the Re-Launch,
companies should ask themselves if they can try to
accelerate the curve along which they advance from one
point to the next, changing to which they want to reach
depending on the asset they want to capitalise on in the
future.
.

●
●

Amplia oportunidades.
Crea ventajas competitivas

Aumenta ingresos
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4.2. The mark of superdigitalisation
In 2003, the conﬁnement of
SARS in China catapulted digital
habits: the adoption of
eCommerce, broadband and
mobile telephony. Today in
China, 33% of retail transactions
are online according to
eMarketer (not counting travel or
restaurant delivery). UK and
South Korea follow with 20%
(and in Spain, this barely reaches
10%). In the medium term, and
within a broader context of
digitalization, we will see a new
digital commerce in all its
variants as the ﬁrst recipient of
investment, for its efﬁciency and
for the habits acquired in
quarantine.

Digital Commerce

Customer Experience
• Home-driven Marketing
• New digital products, journeys and touch
points
• Content & social media
• Digital loyalty programs

• Direct 2 Consumer
(brands)

Business Models

• eMarketplaces
• O2O - Online 2 ofﬂine
• Retail automation
• Social Commerce
• Customer care &
omnichannel
• Data & Artiﬁcial
Intelligence
• Logistics and Traceability
• Cibersecurity
• Payments

Short term pressure on
performance and
eCommerce will lead
Digital Transformation

• New channels
• Online virtual goods and services
• Business models and startup accelerators
• New partnerships

Distributed Work
• Culture & leadership
• Agile adoption
• Data hubs and data driven initiatives
• Collaboration & open knowledge
• Operations & Industry 4.0

Framework of superdigitalisation | Good Rebels
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4.3. Experience in the centre of strategy
Four work areas and examples of use
:
● Use platforms with less saturation.
● Make people have fun and play at home. Invite them to create.
:
● Incorporate digital elements that are part of the product.
● Product as experience.
● Check the logistics, introduce home-delivery.

●
●
●
●

Use marketplaces to test Direct-to-consumer.
Optimise conversion with AI-based tools.
Review the digital experience of the B2B buyer.
Incorporate contactless elements in payment.

● Be creative in handling incidents and reinforce contact
● Integrate level one and level two support.
● Review ﬂows, tools and equipment and updates.
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4.3. New channels and business models
The reconversion of Online to Ofﬂine
There is reason to believe that online-to-ofﬂine
strategies will regain strength after the COVID-19 crisis.
On the one hand, it will be an unavoidable ﬁrst
intermediate step for all those brands that want to
keep their physical sales channels while they start to
channel efforts towards D2C or towards omni-channel
strategies.
On the other hand, it will help to raise barriers of
entry for those pure-digital players, who gradually
start going the other way. For example, Alibaba has
already invested more than $8 billion in physical
retailers in China as part of its strategy of
strengthening and with an O2O plan of "new retail",
taking advantage of the use of technology and cross
data.
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4.3. Digital is a mindset
Distributed work, digital culture y agility

Digital leadership and distributed work
approaches that are based on the search for
intrinsic motivations (not based on external
rewards)
A work that is distributed in three axes:
: to give a common purpose to
the teams. Values, culture and behaviour.
Linking.
●
: eliminate hierarchies and
decentralise decision making
●
: create dynamics of
professional and personal growth.

Values
●
●
●
●

Collaboration
Data driven
Transparency
Agility

Organisation
●
●
●
●

Flexibility / Liquidity
Self-management
Project / results
Network of Circles

●

Process
● Scrum / Agile
● Peer 2 Peer
● Build / Measure / Learn

Skills
●
●
●
●

Digital Marketing
Tech and Design
Creativity & Comms
Data and Analytics
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4.4. The role of the CMO in transformation
01
The consumer’s
voice
The rules have changed, at
least temporarily. The new
consumer is in a different
state of mind than the
pre-COVID deﬁned personal
shoppers.
Uncertainty, unpredictability
and new socio-demographic
segments require new
Experimental Marketing.

02

03

04

Data, more data

From CMO to CXO

Human-Centred
Marketing

Budgets are being adjusted
to a new reality. The
corporate scrutiny of the
ROMI (return on marketing
investment) is increasing.
The challenge is to
demonstrate that digital
channels compensate and
can be made more efﬁcient.
An opportunity to reconsider
the media mix.

CX is still an orphan, the
responsibility of many or
none. Marketing continues
to control the advertising
budget but can look beyond
and become the scrum
master of the CX within the
organisation, coordinating a
distributed work in which
design and engineering,
commercial, innovation,
customer service, operations
and logistics also participate.

Human-centred
organisations (HCOs)
combine customer focus,
employee experience and
a balance between proﬁt
and purpose. Marketing
has the opportunity to
convey to the
management committee
the urgency of
transparency, credibility
and the real value brought
to society that the crisis
has only accelerated.
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4.4. More human organisations
The moment for Human-Centred Organisations
The three journeys - customer, employee and citizen
- with which we characterise people-centered
organisations at Good Rebels are more intertwined
than ever. And the CMO must elevate this approach
to the steering committee.

Compared to COVID-19, consumers do not feel like
"consumers". And brands should be less brands and
more holistic organisations by people for people. An
opportunity to reconnect with people and make
Marketing more honest, tangible and focused on
connection and relationship value.

The consumer journey
Exceeding expectations

C

Z

The citizen journey
Creating value for wider society

W

The co-worker journey
Empowering internal innovation
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